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I INTRODUCTION
I
Interest was originally arouaed in this problem through the deaire to
anawer the practical question aa to why students fail certain questiona
on an examination when they have the information necessary to -ire the cor-
rect answer. Thia failure seemed to occur leoause the studenta had taken
an initial wron- atep and had misinterpreted the question. This has procably
occurred, in one form or another, to the moat brilliant aeholar, the most
steady atudent, and the most methodical knowledge seeker. Thus the faotora
of intelligence, previous knowledge, atudy habite, and others aeem to be
operating only to a amall degree in such in8tanoes and acme other factor
or faotora Might be sought to explain the failure of the student. 1 One
acceptable factor might be the "aet" exieting at the time of deciding upon
the answer.
"Set," aa uaed here, refers to a dcterrlnl nr tendency in the aenae of
the constellation of faotora exieting just prior to making a response, and
Is not to be interpreted in the traditional way in tertne of posturea or
other readinesses established by instructions. To clarify this point of
view, the followin statement by Florin-: et al (1) exemplifies the preaent
meaning. "It is probable, although experimental evidence in support of it
is not yet conclusive, that forfrettim: dependa upon set or determining
tendency. That interest or aet in a ^iven direction has a selective
influence is well knowni if the aet is in an incorrect direction, recall
^Morgan (8) has demonstrated experimentally that contradictory factors oan
be introduced Into a problem situation which will le accepted y even the
moat intelli ent individuals attempting to solve the pro- lem. Theae inci-
viduala were required to rank a aeries or nine uttone according to their
effeotiveneas of ringing a Lell. Although five of the buttons were shown
not to be effective, the subjects ranked them at the low«r end of the scale.
may fall even though with a correct sot it may occur." B; way of illustra-
tion Pcrinr suggests that if one is seekin to recall a nar.e that ha thinks
he knows, and decides incorrectly that the name ia Scotch, the aearch will
be confined to Scotch na^ea to the ne lect of others, and it will see- that
the na~e has been forpotten. An Inappropriate group of determining tendencies
nmy thus operate to evoke continually wron responses, or to prevent the
responses from bain reoo nizec as correct.
The question may then be asked, "fthat variables are responsible for a
wron" "eat" in an examination situation? On questioning aorre students, many
replied that in attempting to work at hich speed they misread the question.
It would see* then, that if these students had taken nore time to underatand
the question thoroughly, they would have had a better chance to answer the
queation correctly. Thus the amount of time taken to understand the queation
would see*"; to he one varia 1 le affect; n. the adequacy of the set at the time
of finally decidln whet anawar to write.
It was also noted that perhaps the question itself caused the failure.
A queation of ambiguous nature mi ht, regardlesa of the amount of time
aval labia for its study, arouse ao many responses that the individual v.ould
not be a le to recognise the correct ones. Thus, another variable, amti-
guity of the stimulus field, seeded likely to affect the aocuraoy or
affective neat of the set at the time of decision.
With 89 1 conceived aa the ocnatellation of determining tendenciea
existing just prior to response, the proMem nay equally be oonaidered to
ba one of peroeptiont How does the student peroeive the question at
the time
of his reaponee? What factora may account for whatever perception
is "in
foroe"?
Since the bait way to begin to examine the effects of the
two variables
au^ested above ia in the experimental la oratory, the practical
problem
6has been set aside for the present In order that ve may examine the psychol-
ogical processes operant In it at a more basic level. If in the laboratory
we find one suggested variable contributing to the adequacy of a problem-
solution for whioh a person has adequate knowledge, a classroom experiment
mifht be designed to answer the practloal educational question.
In the laboratory, the problem was investigated as one of perception,
the tasV bain the reooenition of for^s imbedded in a complex field. If
the Individual knows the name of a p:eoretrio fonr, what effects will deoision
time (the first variable suggested) and ambiguity of the stimulus field
(the seoond variable suggested) have on the recognition of that form when
it Is complicated by other lines?
The following statement serves as an orientation to the experiment
i
One hundred and eight subjects, comprising three equated groups, learned
nonsense syllable names for four geometric forms. Twelve figures, four at
each of three defined levels of ambiguity, were exposed briefly. Groups I,
II, and III delayed naming theimfaedded form for two, four and aix seconds,
respectively, until the experimenter sounded a buster. It was found that
aoouraoy of response decreased as stimulus figure ambiguity increased snd
that decision time was a determinant of response accuracy only at the most
ambiguous level.
I3TATESIOT OP PROBLEM
Thie problem la designed to gnawer the follow! nr -eneral question.
Other factors being; equal, how does the aoouracy of reoornlainjK a known
fora imbedded in a oontext of linea depend upon the amount of decision
time available and the ambiguity of the external stimulating conditions.
Thia question may be refined and divided into two hypotheses formulated
to specify the effeots of the two independent variables separately!
1. Other faotors being equal, including the ambiguity of the external
stimulating conditions, the accuracy with which a known form may be recog-
nised when imbedded in a oontext of other lines will vary with the amount
of time available for the report.
2. Other faotors being equal, including the an*cunt of decision time
available, the accuracy with which a known form may be recognised when
imbedded in a context of other lines will vary with the ambiguity of the
>
external stimulating conditions.
It s ould te understood that any indication of "sat," or the subject's
peroertion at the time of response obtained in this experiment will be
inferred from a measure of response correctness and is not in itself
direotly measured.
7APPARATUS
1. Preliminary Experiment
A lar^e laboratory-made nemory drum exposed the peometric fWM at
two second intervals. The drum had a diameter of 12 inohes and an exposure
window of one and three-quarters inches in height and allowed the exposure
of geometric forms three-quarters of en inch hij-h. The exposure window
could be varied in its position to permit the exposure of two orders of ten
geosietrio forr.s placed on the drum. \Shen one order was shown to the subjeot,
the other was concealed.
A modified Pockeray tachistoscope as shown in Figure 1 was employed
to expose the ambiguous stimulus field to the subjects. The tachistosoope
was 10 1/2 inches hifh, tight inches wide, and 21 inches long. It was
constructed with shaded eye-slots in front and a door in tack. On the inside
of this door, was a small metal frame which held the stimulus oerds. To
prevent the subjeots from seeing the stimulus cards a 8 they were inserted
in the frame, a black oardboard screen was placed inside the tachistosoope
just in front of the door. A piece of heavy flexible wire fastened to the
Inside of the door just above the card flttM raised the screen as the door
closed. Illumination was provided by a three volt flashlight bulb inserted
in an opening above eye level and slightly ahead of the eye-slots (See
x
in Figure 1). The bulb was operated by three one and one-half
volt lat-
teries connected in series. A flashlirht reflector end ground ?lass
len.
conoentrated an even li^ht on the stimulus cards.
A telechron motor (one revolution per second) operating on
house
current (110 volt.) provided the means of controlling the length
of illumi-
nation time (See y in Figure 1). A copper disc was soldered
to the end of
the motor's shaft and a flexible contact point was
mounted so as to come in
Icontact with the ditto* a edge* 31noe only .53 seconds exposure wee to be
allowed eaoh subject, the diameter of two-thirds (240 decreet) of the dito
was decreased, so that only one-third of the disc's circumference could
actually touch the flexible oontaot point. In this manner the desired
exposure time was obtained, since during one second revolution of the motor
only one-third of the disc was in contact with the flexible point, When
the subject was ready to be shown the stimulus cards, the telechron motor w*s
started, end run throughout the experiment. To enable the experimenter to
have final control over the li'ht, a telecraph key was connected into this
circuit. Thus by de; ressinr the key, the experimenter could allow the
automatic timer to close the circuit for .35 seconds.
Taohistosoope a
Figure 1
nd accessory apparatus for exposing materials
A busxer operated by buttery and controlled ty another telegraph key,
was used to signal the sucjeot when to respond.
2. kain Experiment
A Lipmann-type neaaory drum was used in the main experiment. However,
the regular window was replaced with a larger one so that forms one-hslf
inoh In height oould be exposed. The drum also exposed the for^s at two
second intervals.
The taohistoscope desoribed previously and illustrated in Figure 1
was also used in the aain experiment to expose stimulus cards.
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]
HEB(33) I r* KOH(33)
DEZ(35)
FIK(33)
ZOX(33) \ 7 YOS(33)
BAP (33) *J R0F(32)
LEM(35)
TOB(35)
Figure 2
Th. t„n T«.*trlo for*, .nd non-ns. ySUUM («=o«l.tion
r«l»« in
p„.„th..e.) u.ed » «t.ri»l. In pr.li.ln.ry
.xp.rlMnt.
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KATKHIALS
I. Preliminary Experiment
Ten geor;etrio forms were drawn by the experimenter. These forms
(Illustrated in Figure 2) were selaoted on the basis of their symxetry.
Ten nonsense syllables were selected from Hull's list (6) on the basis of
homogeneous association values: these syllables are also iven in Figure 2,
with their association values in parentheses.
The nonse ise syllables were paired with the -eottetric for:.* and two
lists of forra-syllable pairs were constructed ao that two different orders
could e presented on the memory drum. The different orders preTsnted the
suhjeots from learning the nonsense syllable associated with tho form
according to its position in the list. In each list the geometrio form was
first exposed end followed by the eo^etrio form paired with its nonsense
syllable after a two second interval.
2
Forty Gottsohaldt-type figures of varying: degrees of apparent com-
plexity were drawn in black India ink on three by five inch white file carda
Thia process consisted of drawing a form and then complicating it with
other lines. The lines were af proximately one eighth inch thick and of
constant luminosity, bach figure contained only one form, care being taken
to exolude any of the others in the lines used to complicate the
figure.
The form's location was varied from figure to figure. Only four forma
out of the original ten were indeed in the iifures. These /our for a
were the torn to ft* used in the main experiment and were TOB,
trian-le,
HBP, rectangle, FIK. parellelogrami and DBZ, squsre. The
subjects were
2!he stimulus firures used In this study were named
"Gottsohaldt-type"
figures sinoe Gottschaldt (4) was the first to construct
them.
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required to learn the ten forms originally to enhance their confusion in
searching for the correct foftti in the figures just described. An illus-
tration of the Gottschaldt-typo figures is presented in Figure 3.
2. vain Experiment
The materials in the main experiment were the four forms and the
nonsense syllables paired with them as ffiven on pftft 11. Arain two lists
were prepared end exposed on the memory drum with the geometric forms
appearing first and the geometry for-s paired with their respective non-
sense syllable* follow! nr at two second intervals.
figure 3
The twelve selected ^ottsohaldt-type figures
used in the *ain *,xperisient
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Twelve Qottscheldt-type figures (shown in firure 5) were selected
from the original forty to bt used as the stimulus cards in the main
experiment. These figures were ohosen as an outcome of the preliminary
experiment which is described in the following eeotion.
PROCEDURE
1. Preliminary Experiment
Tbe preliminary experiment was oonduoted to p-ive en operational dis-
t . action between the decrees o) exiguity of the stimulus oards and to
ensure approximate equality of differences in levels of ambiguity. MAm; i-
guity," operationally defined, will be the inverse aount of a.:;reenent
among the subjects as to which form is imbedded in the Gottschaldt-type
figures. For the levels of ambiguity used in the stain experiment, the
oriteria for the amounts of erreeent were set at 86-100?* for the first
or lowest level of amoiguity, 42.b-&7.5?.> for the second or middle level
of ambiguity, end 0-16^4 for the third or highest level or ambiguity.
To obtain the desired levels, the preliminary experiment followed
this procedural 50 subjeots were chosen at random from the sere population
from which the subjects in the main experiment were to come. Each of the
subjects was required to ro through two experiments 1 phases.
In the first phase the su ejects lesrned to associate ten geometric
for s with ten nonsense syllables to a criterion of two perfect trials.
Two overlearning trials were . iven to ensure that this learning would not
be forgotten. The instructions glwon to the subjects were as follows
i
"In this part of the experiment, you are to look into this window of
the MM? drum and learn the geometrio foms presented by associating them
with the proper nonsense syllables. As the drum , oes around,
you will first
soo a geometrio form which will be followed by the same
geometric form
paired with a nonsense syllable. When this sequence appears
again, you
•re to *ive the nonsense syllable w en you see the
geometric form without
the syllable. Do not hesitate to ruess. Are there
any questions?"
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In the second phase of the preliminary experiment after he had learned
the paired associates problem just described, the subjects were seated in
front of the tac v istoscope and received the following instructions!
"In this part of the exj.erinent, you ere to look into this window of
the tech^ stoseope and report w! : oh of the forrrss you learned in the first
part is contained within the figure you will see. The form will always be
in an upright position} that is TOE will look like this,Z\ not this
Your response will a llj in terrcs of the nonsense syllalle associated
with that particular form and must be given immediately. Remember, when
the 11 ht ?-oeo off, MUM the form immediately using the nonsense sylla le
whioh you have learned to associate with it. You will e shown two practice
cards to show you where to look and how long the li/rht will e on. Are
there any questions?"
First the experimenter exposed the two practice carda to the subjeots.
The first practice card said "Look Rare" and the second said "i-s^ohology
is the aster Science."
The experimenter then exposed the 40 Sottschalct-type figures in a
random order, which was determined before hand. For every five su. jeots
the order of presentation of the figures was reversed to counterbalance any
serial position effects that mirht affect the accuracy with which the
imbedded f or.- s could bo reoo nited.
Only correct responses were tallied on the reoord sheet, and the
total
num or of correct responses for oaoh figure were added for later
conversion
into percentages.
The dote resulting from the preliminary experiment are
plven in a later
section (pa- 23). On the basis iff these data the 12 figures shown in
Figure 3 (pap* 12) were selected for use in the main
experiment.
it. Kfeia iixperizrent
Aooordint; to the hypotheses set forth in "Statement of Problem" this
experiment ia designed to answer two questions. First, Is there s relation-
ship between the M cunt of decision time availaule and the aoouraoy of
response when judging whether or not a previously learned form is contained
within an ambiguous visual field? And seoondly, Is there s relationship
oetween the ambiguity of the field and the aoouraoy of response when judging
whether or not a known for- is imbedded in that field.
To answer these questions the experiment was set up in the following
wayi three groups of 36 subjects each were made up end matched with respect
to sex, means of age, number of trisls to leara the georrotric form associsted
with the nonsense sellable., and intelligence test scores.* Each subject
of eaoh group was required to make 12 judgments es to whsther or not a
previously learned geometric for*, was imbedded in an ambiguous (iottsohaldt-
type figure as snown in Figure 3.
The groups were labeled I, U, and III according to the amount of
decision time allowed the subjects within the groups. Subjects in Group I,
the two second group, ware required to delay two seconds before
pivinr their
answer. 3ubjects in tfroup II. the four second group, were required to
delay four seconds before riving their answer, a il
subjects in Group 111.
the six second group, were required to delay six
seconds before giving their
answer. In each oasa. the experimenter sounded a
busaer to signal the
subject to respond.
3 ,. Qi intelligence test scores were not available for
all su jeots used
if s in .uM«ot. without know, test .cores were assigned
to the
n thi •*P« p™nt » I J!
. ssuT.d that fthll procedure would not
introduce
subjects with known test scores were assigned at "^"J^1^^,
10 subjects each, supported t- is assumption, since
no significant cifference.
were found between the means of the groups.
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Diagraiumatioally the experimental deelgn takes the form of Figure 4.
"roup I (2 see.) Group II ( 4 aeo») Group III ( 6 tec.
)
rorm a Fort a Form a
Ambiguity
r orm b 1 Form b Form b
Level 1
Form o Form o Form c
fOTtL d Form d F orm d
Form a Form a Forra a
Ambiguity Forts | Form b Form b
Level 2 I orm e Form e Form c
Form d Form d Form d
Form a Form a Form a
Ambiguity Fore: b Form b Form b
Level S Form e Form o Form o
Form d Form d Form d
Figure 4
Diagram of Experimental Design
Figure 4 indioates that all subjects, regardless of their assirrment
to any particular group, will hi presented with the MM stimulus cards
of Sottschaldt-type figures.
The stimulus cards, desisted as "events" were numbered 1-12 follow-
ing the order of Table 1.
The small letters, a, V, c, and d, symbolise the square (DEZ).
the
triangle (TOB), the rectangle («E ) and the parallelogram (FIK).
Table 1
shows, for example, that event <*o. 1 li made up of form 2
imbedded in t
context at the first level of ambiguity while event Ho. 6 is
~sde up of
form b imbedded in a context at the third level of
ambiguity.
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Table 1 Designation of Events
Sve at Form Imbedded in Figure Ambiguity Level
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ML
12.
|
b
i
d
b
«
0
1
2
3
2
1
3
2
3
1
3
2
1
To control serial position effects within the experimental procedura
a randomisation table was prepared, Table 2, so that all events would be
presented to the subjects in all possible serial positions.
Thus, for example, subjects numbered 5, 17, and 29 in any of the three
tine delay groups would be exposed to the following sequence of 12 events
t
form c at ambiguity level If foro b at ambiguity level 3| form a at ambi-
guity level 2 1 form d at ambiguity level 3; form b at ambiguity level 1;
form a at ambiguity level 3j form c at ambiguity level 2; form d at
ambiguity level lj forc a at ambiguity level 1| form b at ambiguity level 2j
form c at ambiguity level 3, and form d at exiguity level 2.
Again the experimental procedure was divided into two phsses. In the
first phase, the subjects were required to learn the four main forms paired
with their respective nonsense syllables to a criterion of three perfect
trials. To ensure permanent learning throughout the experiment, 100>
overleamlng was then given to each subject.
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Table 2 Sequence of Merits for each subject in any group
I 2 3 4 5 I 7* 9 10 11 1 2
Jubjeot 13 14 15 16 17 18 -*• «* 20 21 22 23
Numbers
25 26 2? 28 23 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
Etc nta 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S 10 11 12 1
5 4 5 6 7 3 9 10 11 12 1 2
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 8 4
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 8
7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6
8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
11 12 1 2 3 | 5 6 7 8 9 1C
12 1 2 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10 11
After the su jeots were seated in front of the mewory drum, they
received the following instruotions:
"In this part of the experiment you are to look into the window of the
memory drun and learn the geometric for^s presented y associating them
with the proper nonsense syllables. As the drum <-oes around, you will first
see the geor.etrio for® which will be followed by the sa^e geometric form
and a nonaanse syllable. Vfhen you see the geometric form without the non-
sense syllable, you are to respond with the nonsense syllaUe before that
10
fonr and the nonsense syllable a; pear. Do not hesitate to guesa. IVhan you
reach the point where you are able to anticipate the nonsense syllables
correctly three times in succession, you bcve learned this task. To
ensure that this learning is per sne nt throughout the experiment, you will
then be given as many additional trials as it took to learn them originally,
/re there any questions?"
In the second phase of the experiment, which followed the first immedi-
ately, the subjects were required to make 12 judgments as to which of the
forms learned in the first phase was imbedded in the ambiguous ottsohaldt-
type figure.
The subjeots were seated in front of the taohistoscope and received
the following instructions
t
"In this part of the experiment, you are to look into this window of
the tachistoaoope and report whioh of the forma you learned in the first
part of the experiment is contained in the figure that you will see. The
form will always be in an upright poaitiont that ia T03 will look like
the nonsense syllable assooiated with that particular forr,. Rowover, you
will^respond until the experimenter sounds a busser. Remember you are not
to ivo the nana of the form until the busser is sounded, fthen it is
sounded, name it immediately usin* the nonsense syllable whioh you havo
learned to aasociate with it. The first two cards you will see are for
praotioe to acquaint you with the lenrth of exposure and to show you where
to look. Are there any questions?"
The same two practice cards as used in the preliminary experiment
were first shown to the subjects.
not this Your response will be made in terms of
not
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After each card was exposed to the subject for .33 seconds, the experi-
menter eounded the butter at the appropriate time internal (two, four, or
alx aeeo tds, depending upon the -.roup, I, II, or III, to which the subject
was aeai^ned) to signal the subject to respond. If the subjects identified
the form imbedded in the figure correctly, they were scored as correct
j
otherwiae they were a imply scored incorrect for that response.
To ensure adequate testin- of the hypotheaea, variables other than
thoae apeoified in the hypotheses and poasibly related to the performance of
the required task, had to be controlled. Theae variables and the maimer of
their control are aur .;arised in Table 3.
After the second phaae of the experiment was completed, the experimenter
asked the subjects the following questional
1. "flould you describe your thought processes between the time that
you saw the form and you £a*e your answer?*
2. "Cid you use any different type of process in picking the correct
form out of the Tore difficult figures as compared to the simpler
onea?"
3. "D© you think that the time delay aided or Interfered in selecting
the correct fom in the niore difficult fi ures? w
4. *?:ould longer time delays help in reaching the solution?''
The information rained from this qi estionnaire was used to supplement
the knowledge of the two variables gained from the experimental procedure.
22
Table S List of extraneous variables end how they were controlled
COHTROL
1. Amount of timo available
for the decision.
2 $ 4, and 6 second titae delays
were used. If the subject aid not
respond within a half second of these
times, the response was scored
incorrect.
2. Length of taohistosoope
exposure.
.S3 seconds was used for exposure
time and was determined by a pre*
test usin? tight subjects*
3. Motivation of subjects jL-aoh subject received one point
to be added to his final rade
in whatever psyoholory course he
enrolled.
4. Amount of original learning
of tas:v to be perforated
6. Serial position effects
within experimental pro-
cedure.
6. tfffeots of pMMlag on
performance of task.
Each subject wa* required to learn
the ^eo-netrio for^s paired with
nonsense syllables to criterion of
three perfect trials which wa£
followed by 100/4 overlearning.
Controlled by the randomisation
of the sequence of events.
(Soe Table 2).
tthen interpreting results in tems
of percent correct responses com-
parisons were :r.acie with 25>.
?• Amount of learning
throughout experiment.
Only one trial was givsa to each
subject at each stimulus figure
23
RESULTS
1. Preliminary Experiment
Since the purpose of the preliminary experiment was to secure an
operationally meaningful distinction between the degrees of the ambiguity and
to equate differences based on the criteria of amounts of agreement among
the subjects, analysis of results was confined merely to finding three
Gottsehaldt-type figures for each of the four rain forms which set the
criteria. The 12 figures chosen are shown in Figure 5 on page 12. The
following table indicates the percent of subjects who agreed upon the oorreot
I tedded form. The table is arranged in the sair* order as Figure 3.
Table 4
Perce nts of Agreement Among Thirty Subjects
As to the Imbedded Form in the 12 Gottschaldt-
type Figures (N e 30)
Ambiguity Levels
Form 1 2 3
a (DEZ) 63# 13fc
b (TOB) 9Z% 50% m
0 (HEB) 83$4 10%
d (FIK) &3;<:4 53JJ
2. *:ain Experiment
a. The relationship between acouraoy of response and decision time.
The quantitative results of this experiment are presented in Tsbles
5 and 6.
Although the difference between 83% and 86> is probably not statistically
significsnt, a line was withdrawn from each of the figures showing S3£
agreement to approximate our original criterion of 86-100^ agreement for
the easiest or first level of ambiguity.
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Table 6
The lean Scores and Standard Deviations of Each
Group at Each Level of Ambi-uity (if 56)
Groups
I II III
Ambiguity
Level u SD
•
I SD W SD
1 3.22 1.05 5.05 .95 5.55 .76
1 2.28 1.52 2.53 1.05 2.55 1.00
S .85 .95 .92 .78 1.25 1.00
Table 6
The Percent of Correct Icespouse a and Standard
&rror if fceoh Group at Sach Level of Ambiguity
Groups
I II III
Ambiguity
Level § * SE%
1 80.6 5.5 75.7 5.60
t 57.0
•
4.01 59.0 4.09
5 21.8 5.5 25.0 5.50
85.5 5.11
63.1 4.12
31.2 5.97
Figures 5 and 6 contain the data of Talles 5 and 6 arranged to
indicate the relationship of the a-ount of decision tinse to the aocuraoy
of response. In Figure 5 the ordinate is expressed in units of mean
gorrect responses on a soele from 0-4 since the maxium score at any one
5Since each subject was required to ive four responses et eaoh level of
ambiguity, the "K" used in computing the percentage of correct responses
was 144.

level of ambiguity that any subjeet oould obtain was four. (That is, it
was possible for the subject to identify correctly any*, are from zero to
all four baaio forme at any level oi* ambiguity.) On the abscissa, the deci-
sion tiwaa, two, nW| and six seconds, (for Groups T, II, and III) are
scaled*
Prom the shape of these curves it is evident that the trend is in
favor of Ion er time delays | that is, nore correct responses were made by
the six second group, Group III, than any other group. The difference of
.42 between the mean scores of Group I and Group III at the third level of
ambiguity, .83 and 1.26 respectively, was significant at the .05 level
6
using Pestinger's technique (P « 1.51).
Figure 6 also illustrates the relationship between deoision time end
accuracy of response. However, the units on the ordinate express the
percentage of correct responses for each group ftt the three levels of
ambiguity ae shown in Table 6. The number of judgments, of which each point
on the curves represents the percent correct, is 144 (4 judgments by each
of S6sutjeots). Again the shapes of the curves indicate that the trend is
in favor of lonrer decision times. However, we find no differences that are
statistically significant at any level of ambiguity. This is not surprising
since the only difference found to be significant between mea --is of correct
responses is that between Groups I end III usinp; Festinger's technique.
Moreover, none of the peroents of correct responses was significantly
different from chance. This would see- to indicate that with highly
6
The technique as put forth by Festinger (3) involves finding the signifi-
cant differences between the weans of skewed populations. The ^eans are
compared directly, the larger teing the nianerator, the smaller the denomi-
nator with the degrees of freedom equal to 2np where p is equal to the mean
squared divided by the variance and n is equal to 36. Festinger's technique
yields a statistic similar to Fisher's f t 1 , but unlike the 't 1 , it may be
used to interpret differences in means of distributions that are skewed.
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ambiguoua "information input 11 the subjects might as well h*ve -uessed
blindly as to the prese: oe or abaenoa of tha form*
b. The relationship of aoouraoy of response to tha ambiguity of tha
external stimulating oonditiona.
In Figures 7 and 8 the data of Tables 5 and 6 are arranged to indicate
the relationship of the complexity or ambiguity of the visuel field to the
acouraoy of response* In Figure 7 the ordinate is expressed in mean correct
responses for each group at each level of ambiguity on a scale fror sero to
four* Ambiguity levels 1, 2, and 5 are plotted on the abscissa.
The curves in Figure 7 indicate that the trend in response correctness
is in favor of the leaat asibi^uoue figures. All differences between the
MMUM on each of the curves T 2 , and Tj are significant beyond the .01
level using tha f t f test for the differences between UUI of related
Teasures. Thus a sharp deoreeee in the aoouraoy of recognition, as
expressed in mean number of correct responses, of a known fatal imbedded
in a context of other lines ia manifested with increasing stimulus field
ar biguity.
Figure 8 indicates the saoie relationship as Ki ure 7 although the
ordinate is expressed in units of percent correct responses. The trend of
these curves again reflects the decrease in accuracy of reaponse with an
increase in complexity. All differences between differences in percenters
7
Lindquiet (7) gives the formula for this test ast
h - h
Id2
n(n - 1)
This formula w.a ue.d tinoe the »i..tur*«i*nt of ambiguity .ffeott
lnvolvat
th* corop.rl.on of ..ch individual^ .oore .t one level of ambiguity to
hit
•oor. at enother level of ambiguity, and h.nce t.k.t into account
lntra-
inoividual ocn.i.tenoy (or correlation) between perforrr.aaoea at different
ambiguity lev.lt. Th. effect it to reduce the magnitude of a ruean
differ-
ence r.qui red for significance by reducing the standarc error
of a ^™n
mean difference.
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are significant beyond the ,01 level (all ratioa of differenoea in peroent
to their standard errors exceeded 2.58)
.
o» Questionnaire results
The brief questionnaire £iven at the end of this experiment was used to
gain further knowledge of the two variables ox^ deciaion time and ainbi^uity.
More specifically, we were interested in finding out what use the subjects
made of the time delay and how this delay affected the ambiguity of the
stimulus field, Vfe had anticipated that they would take this time for
implicit trial and error or revisualiting the image* The results of the
questionnaire are sriven in Table 7# The design of the experiment permits
interpretation of these results only as they relets tc the variable of time
delay.
None of the percentages given in Table 7 are significantly different
from each other.
Table 7 Questionnaire Rei onset
Oroups
YH tiO. I II III
1 Question It Would you
desoribe your thought
processes between the
time you sew the figure
end gave your answer?
2 Thinking of Syllables Zl%
3 Uetraoing Lnago OO/t AA 0<J7a
4 Waiting for ausser
5 Question Z% Did you use
any different type of
process in picking out
the more dlffioult figures
as compared to the simpler
ones?
6 Retracing Imape 19,< 11;*
7 Conoentreted more on
Iraape Vihen Shown 19# 11%
8 No Difference So,.
9 Question 3i Do you think
that the time delay aided
or interfered in select-
ing the oorroot form in
the wore diffioult figures?
10 Aided 47^ 64*
11 Interfered 17$ 1755 llf.
12 Ho difference 27# ftgf
27>o
15 Question 4s tiould longer
time delays help in reach-
ing the solution?
14 Tes * m
16 No 96%
97£
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Interpretation of K«sults
It may be recalled that the fir»t hypothesis proposed for experimental
testing vast Other fsotors beinp equal, including the ambiguity of the
external stimulating conditions, the accuracy with which a known form may
be recognised when imbedded in a oontext of other lines will vary with the
amount of tire available for the report. The experimental situation
required subjects in three equated groups to identify a previously learned
form imbedded in a uottsohsldt-type figure which was exposed for ,33
seconds.
The results show that Group III named the oorreot form more often than
any other group (See Tables 5 and 6}« However, the differences between ell
the groups at the first two levels of ambiguity, lowest and intermediate,
were not significant statistically. It is assumed, then, that decision
time is not a determinant of response ecouracy when the stimulus field is
relstively unambiguous. However, with the application of Festinger's tech-
nique, a significant difference at the .05 level between the nean oorreot
responses (Table 5) of Group I and Group III at the highest level of
ambiguity was found. Thus a tentative conclusion might e stated in this
manner t The effectiveness of the time delay see-as to depend upon the ambi-
guity of the stimulus oontext. In other words, when the stimulus field is
relatively uncomplicated llttls time a needed to identify a portion of
that field. The opposlts was trua in extremely complicated stimulus fields.
It may be further hypothesised that an-Hpuity as assured in this experiment
reflects the number of alternative responses arouaed by the stimulus
oontext. In suoh a process of tentatively making alternative responses
(in some terminologies called "hypotheses'
1
—see below), the individual
needs, and oan to some extent use effectively, extra time to reach
eventually the iniwr he elieve8 to be correct.
However, thia tentative conclusion must bt qualified to take Into
aooount the results of Table 6. When the date wore converted into porcer.te
of correct responses, no significant differsneea were found tetween the
groupe at any level of ambiguity. Moreover, none of the percentage of
correct reaponaea of the groupa at the highest level of ambiguity were
significantly different from chance, indicating that the eubjeofc oij&t aa
wall have guoesed as to the correct imbedded forr. Hence a final conclusion,
as to the effects of decision tine on accuracy of response, raight reec in
this manneri Little tisie ia needed for a decision for relat vely uae:.nbig-
uoua stimulus fields, but for very ambis-uoue fields extra time aide the
individual to approach end exceed chance expectations. (Compare this
oonolusion with the results and conclusions of the sero-deiay ^Toup
described on page 41 ,)
The second hypothesis wasi Other factors being equsl, including the
ejnount of deoiaioc tliac available, the accuracy with which a known form may
be recognised when imbedded in the context of other lines will vary with
the ambiguity of the external etirauletlnrr conditions. This hypotheala waa
tested ly comparing acores (expressed es ".teens or percenteree of correct
responses) of 36 subjects at one level of ambiguity to their acorea at
other levela of arsbiguity* In these comparisons, deciaion time ia held
oo-ista-st, ainoe the oo?-periaons take place w;tMn eeoh group insteed of
among the groups. The -can scores, as £iven in Table S, deoreaae sharply
with each increase in ambiguity. The mean differences were ell statisti-
cally significant and thua it la concluded that the moouracy in judging
whether a known fortn ia imbedded in a complex atiraulus field, i», under
th« oonditiona of this experiment, dependent on the degree of eo plexity
of the field. That is, the more complex the field, the lower the aeouraoy.
Or the more response* that are evoked, or evokable
, the leas ohanoe there
ia to arrive at a oorreot one*
The percentage of correct rceponaaa, tallied in Table 6, also points
to this Most conclusion. In fact, the convereion of the scorea into per-
centages clearly indicates thet response aeouraoy at the highest level of
ambiguity ia not significantly different from chance. In other words, the
aubjeots mi^ht have obtained the sane score if they had guessed.
With re --are to the questionnaire reaults, only a brief comment will
be necessary. Although the percentages were not significantly different
from each other, the downward trend of Row 2 and the upward trend of Row 3
suggest that subject* in Group III were mainly ooncerned with retracing
th. image while subjects in Groups I and II spent their time groping for
the oorreot nonsense syllables. Attention is also called to the apparent
contradiction in comparing Hows 10 and 16. This contradiction suggests
that the oo-nmon belief, "first impressions are the best," had not been
altered during the experimental procedure.
Briefly then, here are the conclusions
i
1. The effectiveness of a ticie delay is dependent upon the ar iguity
of stimulus field. As the stimulus field becomes extremely complex, extra
time is needed by the observer to approach and exceed cha.noe expectations.
Th. first hypothesis is largely infirmed and was confirmed only as it
applies to extremely ambiguous stimulus materials.
2. The ambiguity of the stimulus field is an important d. terminer of
response aeouraoy. With eaoh successive increase of ambiguity of the
field, there is a corresponding decrease in response accuracy. The
second
hypothesis was, within the limitations of this experiment, fully
confirmed
8. Of the two suggested variables, ambiguity of the stimulus field has
the larger effect on ecouraoy of recognition of a known form imbedded in
that field.
If th regard to the role of the two suggested variables in the examina-
tion situation, it regains to be eatabl shed whether the psyoholo ioal
processes operating between exposure and response in the task set in this
experiment are basioally similar to those operating in certain examining
situations. If future research reveals such a similarity, the following
tentative conclusions au jested by the present results would be borne outi
(1) The student should take Tore time to think about highly ambiguous
questions before he writes his anaworsj (2) the Instructor who prepares the
examinations should exerois© eera to avoid questions which are highly
ambiguous.
Recalling the deaign of the preaent experiment, an integration of the
results with those of allied studies may be ade. Such integration as may
be effected has the liicitatione of the differences in materials, subjects,
and procedures existing between the eeveral studies reported.
Bruner, Postman and Rodrigues (2), in a recent paper, have assumed
that perception can be analysed into a three-step process. The first
step is an "hypothesis" which refers to the set of the individual or
a
selective tuning toward certain stimuli or evants in the environment.
The second step, "input of stimulus information" inrolves
the characteristic
cues that can be derived from the stimulus situation.
And the third step,
"confirming or infiraing of an hypothesis," relates to
the establishment
of the hypotheses if • certain amount of appropriate
information is present.
If this critical amount of relevant information ia
not present the hypothesis
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will not be established and an unstable perceptual field will result. This
perceptual flail will become stabilised when the individual, after altering
his hypothesis by checking its agreernent with incoming information, either
confirms a final hypothesis or reports, 1 can't make it out." Thus an
individual either confirms an initial hypothesis or develops successive
ones which agree with the information he has at hand at the tiae of sinking
his response*
The strength of an hypothesis variea. "The greater the strength of
the hypothesis, the less the amount of appropriate information necessary
to confirm it* The strength varies with many conditions suoh as past use,
past success, and the degree to which it dominates. w (2) The amount of
appropriate information <;iven to an individual in a perception experiment
can be varied by altering exposure or illiuinatlon of the stimulus field.
The appropriateness of information can be determined by independent
test to diaoover what cues of the stimulus field are useful in confirming
or infinning an hypothesis*
This is the essanoc of the theory. The proposition which cruner
experimentally touted and proved was tuet an initial hypothesis would be
confirmed if the individual received a smell amount of appropriate infor-
mation, or stated inversely, with greater amounts of appropriate infonr.ation
Initial hypothesis is likely to e Utiftfat* with alternate hypotheses formed
to a^ree with incoming infor.nation*
3inca £runer's experimental design was not similar to that in the
preaeat etudy hia results will not N disoussed here. Instead, at this time,
the present experiment will be dosoriled in ter.r*s of the above theory.
First the hypothesis: The hypothesis that the fonts which the sub-
jects had previously learned were imbedded in a figure that they would see,
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given to eaoh sulject of eaoh group as part of the experimenter's
instructions. The subject oould also entertain any of four sub-hypotheses
(i.e., this is going to ho a TO?, a FIX, a HEB, or a DEZ) Just prior to
the exposure. It is assumed that the strength of suoh hypotheses do not
differ significantly.
Now with regard to amount and appropriateness of information, these
two variables can't be distinguished clearly in the present experiment.
The;, seer, to oo-vary perfectly in what nay be called a net amount of
appropriate information as reflected in the ambiguity measure. This net
amount of appropriate information is hi hest in the least ambiruous figures
and lowest in the most ambiguous ones, and be understood as followsj
Figures at all levels of ambiguity contained the basic forms as a minimum
amount of Information. The -oat ambiguous figures, in addition to the
for s, contain much irrelevant and misleading "information 1' as extra lines;
thus there is a low net a-ount of appropriate information. The least
ambiguous figures, on the other haad, contain relatively few extra li.wa—
less irrelevant information—in adition to the form as the basic minimum;
here there is a high aet amount of appropriate information.
Sow to ueo Brunar's torminol->~r, what haprens to the initial sub-
hypotheses as the net amount if appropriate information inyut varies?
And how is this information transformed over varying periods of tire to
give rise to a final hypothesis just prior to raking a response? In the
pro.ent oxpariment it was expected that the
greater the net amount of
appropriate information input, the closer would
the subject's hypothesis
ba in agre.rn.nt with objective reality, and that
with time the net amount
of appropriate information would give
rise to hypotheses in successively
closer accord with the facts.
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The first expectation was clearly confirmed—all differences along
the ambiguity continuum were significant. The second expectation was
largely denied fnd was only in part confirmed—the time delay variable was
effective only when ambiguity was high (net amount of appropriate information
was low).
To interpret these findings in terms similar to *lruner*s, the tine
delay variable will be disregarded ainoe it does not correspond with any
of runer*a terns and is not an important variable. However the results of
the present experinent concerning the ambiguity of the stimulus field bears
out Bruner's proposition that with a smell net amount of appropriate infor-
mation, an initial hypothesis will be confirmed. At the hi -best level of
*:.> LL^uit,, v *5-; a. ount of rti***a! I&ftif iHMi ~s< Wl yets M0M4
the oorreot form purely on a chance basis. Thus, although the subject knew
that one of the four forms was contained in the figure or stimulus field,
there was not enough information to infirm any particular sub-hypothesis
in favor of another and the subject had no reoourse but to confim one of
them by just guessing blindly.
The opposite wr.s true at the lowest and intermediate levels where the
net amount of appropriate information is higher. In this case, the subjects
exceeded chunce expectations in naming the correct for*. The.- were a'-le
to infirm three of the sub-hypotheses in favor of one that agreed with
information which emanated from the exposure of the stimulus field (input
of stimulus information)
.
If this speculetive interpretation is correct, the results of the
present study lend support to tuner's conception of judgment processes of
the type encountered in the present experiment. Further research is needed,
of oourso, to establish definitely both the congruence of Prune^s theory
with these findings, end to investigate the generality of that theory.
f
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Several studies have been concerned with the relationship between
exposure tine a ad accuracy of response*
Phillip (9) ma interested in finding the relationship between the
•amount oi' exposure time and accuracy of response in a perceptual task. The
task was to name the predominating color when a card, on which a series of
eolored dots were printed, was exposed for various lengths of time (.133,
.200, .2^&, .477, or .668 seconds). The cards represented five levels of
difficulty which raay be seen as similar to the present notion of "levels
of ambiguity, H The easiest cards had 1? cots of on© color and six, six,
and six dots respectively of tl.ree other colors ; then 16 f'ots of the pre-
dominating: color and seven, seven, and six cf the other colors? then 14
dots of Hi predominating color ill seven, seven, and eight of the other
colors j than 12 dots of the predominating color end tight* eir.ht, r*nd eirht
of other colors} and finally the aost difficult cards had 11 dots of the
predominating color and eight, eight, end nine of the other colors.
Phillip's results indicate the sarae relationship as found in this
experiment between accuracy of response and ambiguity of the stimulus
field when exposure tisie was held oonstantj as the e : uity ("difficulty"
in his tenfis) of the stimulus field increased, response correctness de-
creased. Phillip also found that within a riven level of difficulty,
variations in exposure duration were (within his limits) not sharply related
to response accuracy. This again, is in aocord with the present
findings
of the relative ineffectual of tine delay (though it should be noted
that
Phillip's Um variable was of exposure rather than delay of response after
fixed exposure).
Otmdlaoh, Rothschild and Young (6) are the only investiretors
who have
experimentally tested "set" in approximately the sense as
it has been
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defined in this study. They assume that "the complexity of an inatruction
which a subject ia capable of apprehending and executing indicates his
oapaoity to become temporarily set," however, in their experimental
approach, verbal inatructiona were eliminated in favor of the visual pre-
sentation of lights which were i'leshed in certain orders end patterns on a
panel in front of the subject. The rate of flaah occurrences was altered,
resulting in a variation of total obaervation time. Only rive lights were
used in any combination. Obaervation time varied, after ten t rials on a
given order or pattern from .10 second up through and including one aeoond,
in ntervala of .10 aeoonds. The subjects were required to point out the
positions of the lights after the laat lif*ht had flashed. "The flashing of
lights, under the general instruction to indicate the sequence by pointing,
presents a proh-lm to the subject which sets him in a particular manner.
Thia set conditions his subsequent pointin Tove-enta.
M (pa*e 276) Thus
the oorreotness of response, pointin- out the correct sequence, ia dependent
upon the set (eonatellation of determining factora) at the time the response
is Mete*
It may he ~ot\oed that Jundlaoh et al also carried out their investi-
gation of aet as a perceptual problem.
Their results show that with deereeeing exposure times of the lights,
the aocuracy with which the eubjeet pointed to the position of the lights
also decreaaed. These results are comparable to thoae in the preaent
study
only in so far as variations in durationsof light exposures a;
be inter-
preted as "levels of ambiguity."
It was originally thought that the two variables, ambiguity
and decielon
time, would produce results similar with reapect to their
relative effects
on accuracy of response to those obtained by fcoodrow (10).
fioodrow was
3d
interested in discovering the length of fore-period whioh woult* result in
shortest reaction times* Yk'oodrow 9 * experiment, in which the subject was
required to respond to an auditory stimulus as quickly as possible, used
two conditions* In one condition, the length of the fore-period (between
the "ready" signal and stimulus) regained the seme throughout a series of
trials whioh allowed the subject to adjust to it. In the other condition,
the length of the fore-period was varied irregularly and without warning.
Woodrow found that when the length of fore-period was hold constant
throughout the series, the duration of fore-period needed for fastest reaction
time could be definitely established by the subject at two to four seconds.
However, when the fore-period varied irregularly and without warning no
olear optical length of fore-period could re established. It can be seen
that Woodrow 1 a different conditions provided differently ambiruoua instruc-
tions to his subjects, and that when ambiguity was hi£h, reaction time
(which viewed as response efficiency, is similar to correctness of judgment
in our experiment) was generally less rapid and leas stable. In terms of
the present experiment, Woodrow's results show that a ^iven time delay
(fore-period) was effective in producing the rreateet number of correct
responses only when ambiguity of the subject 1 a instructions was low.
This section may be concluded by stating that the findings of this
study seem to be paralleled and to sore extent corroborated by other
experiments bearing on the present problem* However, the mais value of
the present experiment was to afford a specific test of two hypotheses and
perhaps to offer suggestive evidence concerning the practical problem.
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Obviously this experiment has left several issues unsettled. Y-hat
effect would longer or shorter deoision times hsve on the accuracy of
response? Would a point be reaohed where any Increase of decision time
would reault in a decrease in response accurao.v at all, including the
highest, levels of ambiguity? We would reply in the affirmative in ans-
wering this last question, sinoe it might be possible thst wrong responses
onoe elimineted might be reinstated and given as en answer es the recol-
lection of the stimulus figure reoeme less and less clear. Moreover, it
might elso be expected thst at some point the nonsense syllable names of
the forms would tend to become forgotten.
As for a shorter time delay, ft sero titce delay mi^ht be invest! fitted.
It is entirely possible the subjects might have ^ade s hi her score if they
had been allowed to ^ive their answer immediately, especially at the middle
and easiest levels of ambiguity. However, on the basis of the findings
concerning the other groups it would be predioted that subjects who were
required to /ive their answers l&rrediately would fall below the scores
obtained by the two second group. It should also be remembered that our
results ar*ue against relying on first impressions or "hunches."
As an after thought, and not as a part of the experiment as originally
planned, it was decided to test the above prediction. Thirty-six new
subjects were assigned to a fourth, or sero dela.v group, equated with the
other groups in respect to sex, age, and intelligence soores. This group
differed from the others in mean number of trials to learn the paired
associates. The subjects were required to undergo the sar*e experimental
ft
Although the subjeots in this group were required to learn the fowl to the
same oriterion as the other groups, they learned the forms fester than the
other groups and thus did not get, on the average, es much overlearning.
Probably this leek of initial comparability was due to reoent experience in
a paired assooietes learning situation as part of another experiment con-
currently being run.
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procedure aa the other eroups, but were Instructed to riT* their answers
immediately. Aotually "1 mediately" M*Bt within one-heir second since
MM llM was needed by the subjects to vocellxe their response. The
results of thla proup are given In Table 8.
Table •
V>aana and Standard Deviations and Peroenta and Standard
Errora of Percent of Correot Responses
Ambiguity Ijovel N S.D.
i
N % S.E.
1 56 1.72 1.02
•
144 45 4.12
I 36 1.11 0.88 144 28 3.74
8 86 0.19 0.40 144 4.9 1.82
At all ambiguity levels, both the nun soores and the percentage
scores ere eip;nifioantly different from tloae of the other groups at the
.01 level. (See Tables & and 6.) Our prediction is clearly confirmed*
These results also seem to indicate that within the limits of this experi-
ment, working at top speed results in a lar^e decrease in accuracy. It
should be understood that the validity of this conclusion nay be slightly
qualified by the difference in MM number of trials to learn the name of
the forms, and henoe in over learning of this proup from the others.
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This study may be summarised as iollowsi Two variables, decision
time and ambiguity of external stimulating conditions, were surrested as
faotors operant in examination situations which might affect the adeqnaoy
of an individuals set at the time of writing his answer. Set, here, refers
to the constellation of determining tendencies existing at the time of
response. With set so conceived, the problem waa then treated in the
experimental laboratory as one of perception! "How does the student perceive
the question at the time of bis response?"
The perceptual task was the recognition of a previously learned geo-
metric form. Two hypotheses were proposed for experimental testing!
1. Other faotors being equal, the accuracy with which a known form
may be recognised when imbedded in the oontext of other lines will vary
with the amount of ti?ie available for report.
2. Other faotors being equal, the aoouracr with which a known geometric
form may be recognised when imbedded in a context of other lines will vary
with the ambiguity of the external stimulating conditions.
To test these hypotheses the following procedure was usedj
1. in a preliminary experiment to determine ambiguity of external
stimulating conditions, SO subjects learned, using a meirory drum *nd paired-
associates method, nonsense-syllable B*S»« of ten visual forms.
Forty
differently complex Jottsohaldt-tvpe figures containing one
of four experi-
mental for*, (out of the original ten) were then exposed
tach.stoscopically
for .35 seconds, with instructions to nam. which
of the ten ori inal forms
was imb.dd.d. Using a. a basis the percent of
subjects correctly identifying
the form, on. figure at each of three distinct
levels of rabipuity for each
of the four forms was chosen for later use.
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2. In the main experiment, three equated groups of 56 subjects each
learned, by the same method as above, nonsense-syllable na nes for the four
experimental forra. Twelve figures, four at each of the three defined
ambleuity levels, were presented tach- atoscopically to all subjects. Groups
I, II, and III delayed naming the Imbedded form for 2, 4, and 6 seconds
respectively, until E»s signal. A fourth proup, instructed to respond
immediately after the exposure, was added later.
The first hypotheses was tested by comparing the means end peroents
of correct reaponaea of the different groups to figures within each level
of ambiguity* The seoond hypotheses was tested by oomparinp: the - epns and
peroents of correct responses within eaoh group in response to stimulus
fields of different levels of ambiguity.
The result indicated that while response accuracy variod inversely
with the ambiguity of the stimulus field, decision time wes en effective
determinant of response accuracy only at the hi-hest level of ambiguity.
The ambipuity factor is shown in reneral to be the more i- porta nt,
although
the distracting effects or hi
1
1; a-Vi-uoua stimulus information ft*? be
lessened by increasing the amount of decision time. Decis.on time
in excess
of two seconds was of no value when the stimulus information
was of low or
intermediate ambiguity.
Some ver tentative conclusions regarding the role of these
two vari-
ables in the practical examining situation, qualified in
recognition of the
differences between that situation and the experimental one,
were auf-gested.
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